I chose my smile!
By Laura Holloway

Actual Patient
Corrie B.

Corrie had received many
compliments about her smile
throughout her life. However,
she began to notice some
subtle changes. She had
developed some small chips
and a couple of teeth seemed
to have shifted backward
just a little; nothing major. No
one else even noticed. But
she wanted to have her great
smile again. She wanted it to
be perfect.
Corrie knew she needed a
cosmetic dentist. She needed
someone with an extraordinary
eye for detail; someone who
would not just agree with
her but who could improve
the smile she already had. She
had seen and read all about
the possibilities of cosmetic
dentistry. But who in Las Vegas
would she trust to perfect
her smile?
There were many variables
to consider. The obvious ones
were the education and the
experience of the doctor. And
because Corrie wanted the
results to be as natural as
possible, the materials used
had to be of the highest quality.
Needing the talent of a
sculptor, the eye of an artist, the
advanced education of cosmetic
dentistry and the experience
of someone who had performed
the delicate procedure many
times over, Corrie did her
homework before choosing
the dentist. When she did, she
chose Saeid Mohtashami, DDS,
of All Bright Dental.
“Just as important to me as
the education, experience and

of specific sizes and shapes for
each tooth; however, every client
has different sized natural teeth
and other miscellaneous oral
conditions. Given these difficult and
various factors, choosing the right
dentist is paramount.
Dr. Mohtashami is a graduate of
the prestigious Las Vegas Institute
for Advanced Dental Studies, often
referred to as LVI. There, dentists
learn the art and science of cosmetic
and neuromuscular dentistry.
The key words are the ‘art’ and
‘science’, for the design of a smile
requires the most recent advances
in dental technology. Hence, Dr.
Mohtashami continues his education
at LVI annually.
“My team and I love what
we do at All Bright Dental,” said Dr.
Mohtashami. “Everyday we are able
to help people achieve the smile
they have always wanted. Often,
it changes their lives forever. They
gain confidence and a renewed
self esteem. They smile proudly
and often. Not many people are
rewarded by their work as we are.
And, as in Corrie’s case, a little
cosmetic dentistry made a big
difference; not everyone needs a
complete smile makeover.”

Smile Designs
Below are several of many Smile
Designs that cosmetic dentistry
clients can choose from at

While patients do receive traditional
dental services at All Bright Dental,
there is the opportunity to go far
beyond the norm in both what
is available and how it is delivered.
For more information please visit
their web site or call to schedule a
complimentary consultation.

Dr. Saeid Mohtashami has a team of great people
to serve you. They deliver personalized care to
their clients, utilizing the newest technology to
deliver the highest quality. They take tremendous
pride in how natural their work looks.
Call for your consultation today!

702-220-6666

7510 W. Sahara Ave. Las Vegas

www.AllBrightSmile.com
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Did you know?

materials,” said Corrie “was the
question of chairside manner and
likeability. Dr. Mohtashami is one of
the nicest people I have ever met.
He takes the time to get to know
you, your wants and desires. Then
he practices true gentle dentistry.”
“With a few veneers, some
bonding, reshaping and whitening,
we were able to dramatically improve
Corrie’s smile,” said Dr. Mohtashami.
“We actually completed her case in
only two visits!”
“One of the fascinating things I
learned during the process,” said
Corrie “was that I could choose the
type of smile I wanted. Many clients
bring in a photo from a magazine
to show the doctor the type of
smile they want. But, if clients do
not know exactly what they want,
All Bright Dental can show them
about a dozen smile designs to
choose from.”
“There are many factors that
determine which type of smile will
look best for each client,”said Dr.
Mohtashami, “such as, the shape
of their face (round or square,
long or short). We basically
design a smile that is as unique
as the individual.”
Like architects, a true cosmetic
dentist uses the Golden Proportion
formula that allows them to size the
teeth to compliment the rest of the
client’s features so they are most
appealing to the eye. The client and
the doctor together determine which
design will suit their features best.
Each smile design is like a smile
template. Each template is composed

